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Instruction을 LLM을통해생성하고그걸로튜닝해도(self-instruct) 성능이좋아짐을
보여주는연구 (GPT-3 API 사용)

Instruction도 Instance도 LLM로생성하기때문에 challenge하고 human의개입이잘
안들어간방법론을써서 InstructGPT001 모델과비슷한성능을냈다가 Contribution

여기서이야기하는 Instruction은 NLP task라기보다 InstructGPT에서의 prompt중
명령관련표현이라고이해하면좋음

LLM에서꺼내써야되기때문에 (inductive bias에 의존) LM이커야됨

https://github.com/yizhongw/self-instruct

https://github.com/yizhongw/self-instruct
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Introduction

LLM + human-written instruction? T0, Tk-INSTRUCT 모델개발가능

Human generation의 한계

falling short of covering a true variety of tasks and different ways to describe them. 

semi automated 방법론제안

introduce SELF-INSTRUCT, a semi-automated process for instruction-tuning a pretrained LM using 
instructional signals from the model itself.

Iterative bootstrapping algorithm

[1] 175개의시드데이터로 instruction 생성

[2] instruction에 기반해서 input-output instance도 생성

[3] low-quality, repeated instruction 제거(by rouge-L < 0.7)

52K instructions, 82K instance 생성 6

01
Tk-INSTRUCT? -> SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS: Generalization via Declarative Instructions on 1600+ NLP Tasks



Method

Automatic Instruction Data Generation

Instruction generation

Classification task인지여부판별
(GPT-3 few-shot)

label에 따라서생성되는결과가편향되고특히 classification task에서심해서따로분류함

Instance generation (input first + output first)

Filtering low-quality data
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Method

Automatic Instruction Data 
Generation

Instruction generation

For every step, we sample 8 task instructions from this 
pool as in-context examples.

Of the 8 instructions, 6 are from the human-written tasks, 
and 2 are from the model-generated tasks in previous 
steps to promote diversity.

We initiate the task pool with 175 tasks (1 instruction and 
1 instance for each task)
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Method

Automatic Instruction Data 
Generation

Classification Task Identification

Because we need two different approaches for 
classification and non-classification tasks, we next identify 
whether the generated instruction represents a 
classification task or not.

We prompt vanilla GPT3 few-shot to determine this, using 
12 classification instructions and 19 non-classification 
instructions from the seed tasks.
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Method

Automatic Instruction Data 
Generation

Instance Generation

Given the instructions and their task type, we generate 
instances for each instruction independently.

pretrained language models can achieve this to a large 
extent when prompted with instruction-input-output in-
context examples from other tasks

A natural way to do this is the Input-first Approach:
language model to come up with the input fields first based 
on the instruction, and then produce the corresponding 
output.
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Method

Automatic Instruction Data 
Generation

Instance Generation

Given the instructions and their task type, we generate 
instances for each instruction independently.

pretrained language models can achieve this to a large 
extent when prompted with instruction-input-output in-
context examples from other tasks

A natural way to do this is the Input-first Approach:
language model to come up with the input fields first based 
on the instruction, and then produce the corresponding 
output.

However, we found that this approach can generate inputs 
biased toward one label(하나로치우친다), especially for 
classification tasks Therefore, we additionally propose an 
Output-first Approach for classification tasks
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Method

Automatic Instruction Data 
Generation

Filtering and Postprocessing

To encourage diversity, a new instruction is added to the 
task pool only when its ROUGE-L overlap with any existing 
instruction is less than 0.7.

We also exclude instructions that contain some specific 
keywords (e.g., images, pictures, graphs) that usually can 
not be processed by language models.
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Method

Finetuning the LM to Follow 
Instructions

After the creation of the large-scale instruction 
data, we use this data to finetune the original 
language model (i.e., SELF-INSTRUCT).

we concatenate the instruction and instance input 
as a prompt and train the model to generate the 
instance output in a standard supervised way.

To make the model robust to different formats, 
we use multiple templates to encode the 
instruction and instance input together. 

For example, the instruction can be prefixed with “Task:” or not, 
the input can be prefixed with “Input:” or not, “Output:” can be 
appended at the end of the prompt, and different numbers of 
break lines can be put in the middle, etc.
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SELF-INSTRUCT Data from GPT3

Statistics
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SELF-INSTRUCT Data from GPT3

Quality

we randomly sample 200 instructions and 
randomly select 1 instance per instruction

However, we found that even though the 
generations may contain errors, most of 
them are still in the correct format or even 
partially correct, which can provide useful 
guidance for training models to follow 
instructions 🤔
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Experimental Results

Experiment 1: Zero-Shot Generalization on SUPERNI benchmark
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Experimental Results

Experiment 2: Generalization to User-oriented Instructions on Novel Tasks
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Discussion and Limitation

Why does SELF-INSTRUCT work?

we conjecture that it is closer to 𝐻2, particularly for larger models (이미 LM에내장되어있다)
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Discussion and Limitation

Limitations of SELF-INSTRUCT

Tail phenomena

자주사용되는언어, 태스크, 인스트럭션에치우칠수밖에없다 (학습셋관점)

Dependence on large models

Inductive biases에 디펜던시가있기때문에큰모델일수록좋다

Reinforcing LM biases

Balanced label을 얻기가어렵다
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Summary

개인적으로는 NLP task Instruction도
좋지만 InstructGPT에서사용하는 log성
instruction이 필요하지않을까생각

이거진짜될까? 궁금했는데가능성은
있지만데이터퀄리티는따로
검수해야할듯

GLM + OpenAI GPT3 조합으로데이터
생성하면어느정도확보할수있지않을까
생각
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Thank You!
Do you have any questions?

L U K E

P R E S E N T A T I O N  E X P E R T


